E A R LY A C C E S S P R E V I E W
Trials of Fire
Landing an attack will treat you
to some nice particle effects. Pew!

That is one well-equipped rat.
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warrior might be able to comfortably wear
heavy armour and double-fist swords, a
sorcering type might max out at light
armour but offer four slots for magic
staffs and spellbooks).
This equipment, earned from battle
and bought from merchants in the game’s
overworld, is one of two ways you build
out each hero’s deck – equipping an axe
will chuck in an attack card or two, armour
can add anything from a simple block to
enchantments. The other, naturally, is
levelling up. You’re offered a selection of
et’s shoo the elephant out of this room
four cards to replace one of your starters,
immediately: yes, any description of
ensuring the deck doesn’t just keep
Trials of Fire is going to include both
swelling as you progress.
‘roguelike’ and ‘deckbuilder’. And yes,
It’s as close to RPG party management
that means I’m legally obliged to namedrop the
as it is traditional deckbuilding – you’ve
game which sits atop this subgenre with all the
got the solid core of levelled abilities,
weight of one of Hannibal’s pachyderm pals.
combined with the more fluid inventory of
abilities that can be given to any
After half an hour with Trials of Fire,
compatible character. “The original idea
though, I was ready to wash the words
was to try and condense a lot of the stuff
‘Slay’ and ‘Spire’ out of my mouth. This
about a big 60-70 hour RPG – games I
was around the time of my second battle,
really like but don’t have a lot of time to
which plays out on a hex-based grid,
play a lot these days – to compress that
meaning positioning is just as important
into something more short-form,” says
as which cards are in your hand. Spell
game director Adam Doherty. “And the
attacks hit the board in set patterns,
roguelike structure is a great fit for
beams shooting along a diagonal and P L A Y E D
that – you can get through an
fireballs leaving a halo of destruction
adventure in two or three hours.”
IT
around a central point. There’s cover
In its current Early Access form,
that blocks line of sight for archers,
Trials of Fire boasts three standalone
and adjacency bonuses to think about: if
campaigns. The length and difficulty
enemies manage to surround you, you’re
varies, but each offers a randomlyin trouble, because each melee attack
generated map of combat encounters and
triggers a free follow-up ‘combo strike’
text events, à la the Fighting Fantasy
from their adjacent allies. Luckily, you’re
gamebooks of Doherty’s childhood or FTL
not alone – and this rule cuts both ways.
or, yes, a certain spire-slaying card game.
There are some good ones in there (I got
CARD CARRYING
scammed by a team of ratmen, earned
See, Trials of Fire actually gives you three
my losses back by robbing a village then
decks to build – one for each of the heroes selling their own stuff right back to them in
you lead on a quest across its postthe marketplace) but it won’t take many
apocalyptic fantasy world. Before
campaigns before you start to get déjà vu.
beginning a fresh run, you gather your
That might change by launch – as
party from a selection of robed
Trials of Fire heads into its final months of
enchantresses, reptilian assassins and
early access, the main focus is adding
rodent alchemists, all with their own
more campaigns, more heroes, cards, and
starter decks and equipment slots (while a encounters. But what’s really important
here is the card game beneath it all, which
is absolutely bursting with ideas. I haven’t
even talked about crafting, or the shared
mana pool, or any of the other cool things I
could spend hours babbling about without
once mentioning Slay the Spire… oops.
Alex Spencer

TRIALS OF FIRE

A deckbuilding roguelike that’s
ready to slay the competition

L

“YOU CAN GET THROUGH
AN ADVENTURE IN TWO OR
THREE HOURS”
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